Abstract | Volterra lters (VFs) and higher order statistics (HOS) are important tools for nonlinear analysis, processing, and modeling. Despite their highly desirable properties, the transfer of VFs and HOS to real-world signal processing problems has been hindered by the requirement of very large data records needed to obtain reliable estimates. The identi cation of VFs and the estimation of HOS both fall into the category of ill-posed estimation problems. In this paper, we develop penalized least squares (PLS) estimation methods for VFs and HOS. It is shown that PLS is a very e ective way to incorporate prior information of the problem at hand without directly constraining the estimation procedure. Hence, PLS produces much more reliable estimates. The main contributions of this paper are the development of appropriate penalizing functionals and cross-validation procedures for PLS based VF identi cation and HOS estimation.
I. Introduction
Volterra lters (VFs) and higher order statistics (HOS) are important tools in nonlinear signal processing. VF and HOS estimation are intimately related. In fact, the second order statistical characterization of the VF output can be expressed in terms of HOS of the input process. Despite the highly desirable theoretical capabilities of both, their transfer from theory to practice is impeded by the di culty of obtaining accurate estimates from limited and/or noisy data. Hence, VF identi cation and the estimation of HOS are both ill-posed estimation problems. This paper applies the method of penalized least squares (PLS) to these di cult estimation problems. It is shown that PLS is a very e ective way to improve estimation and allows one to incorporate partial prior information of the problem at hand without directly constraining the estimation procedure. The main contribution is the development of appropriate penalizing functionals for PLS based VF identi cation and HOS estimation. Before we proceed further, let us elaborate on the di culty of both problems.
Volterra lters are simple and general models for a wide variety of nonlinear systems and have been applied to many nonlinear system identi cation problems (see 23, 27 ] for a summary of applications). Nonlinear system identi cation using Volterra lters amounts to estimation of the Volterra kernels. It is well known that polynomial regression models, such as the Volterra lter, often su er from severe ill-conditioning 30]. Consequently, kernel estimation from short and/or noisy data records is a very di cult task.
HOS, in particular higher order cumulants, have interesting properties that make them useful for many nonlinear signal processing applications 26]. For instance, the third and higher order cumulants of Gaussian random processes are zero. Hence, cumulants are used to separate nonGaussian signals from additive, independent Gaussian noise. While it is possible to form unbiased sample estimators of the cumulants of non-Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise, the variance of such estimators is highly sensitive to the Gaussian noise contamination 2]. At low signal to noise ratios, the variance of the cumulant estimators is extremely large and accurate estimates require enormous amounts of data, limiting the practical utility of HOS.
One approach to improve VF and HOS estimation is the use of constrained structures 2, 29] . Tensor product basis approximations (TPBAs) for VFs are introduced in 29] . In an identi cation context, the TPBA may be viewed as a constrained VF and it is shown that TPBAs often provide much better estimates than unconstrained lters. In 2] , it is shown that low rank moment and cumulant estimators can drastically reduce estimator variance while introducing minimal bias. The results of 2, 29] are encouraging, however, the performance of constrained VF and HOS structures depends on the validity of the assumptions used to derive the constraints. Deviations from the assumptions may introduce an unacceptably large bias.
PLS o ers a more exible alternative to hard constraints. In PLS, the hard constraint is replaced by a \penalizing functional" which augments a squared error criterion. Using data adaptive methods, the relative weighting of squared error and penalization is automatically adjusted. Hence, PLS provides a mechanism to balance the trade-o between bias and variance. In this paper it is shown that PLS is a very e ective way to improve estimation and allows one to incorporate prior information of the problem at hand without directly constraining the estimation procedure. The main contributions of this paper are the development of appropriate penalizing functionals and cross-validation procedures for PLS based VF identi cation and HOS estimation.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we brie y discuss the method of PLS in Section II. In Section III, we describe the Volterra lter identi cation problem and formulate a PLS identi cation procedure. Using a tensor space framework, we derive appropriate penalizing functionals for the Volterra lter. Next, the HOS estimation problem is discussed and a PLS estimation procedure is developed in Section IV. Simulations demonstrating the performance of the proposed algorithms are given in Section V, and conclusions are made in Section VI.
II. Penalized Least Squares Estimation
Consider the following generic estimation problem. The goal is to estimate the parameter from a nite set of noisy observations y i = x T i + i ; 1 i n; (2.1) where x 1 ; : : :; x n are linear functionals de ned on the parameter space. Collecting the observations into a vector y we have the following description: y = X + ; (2.2) where X = x 1 ; : : :; bx n ] T and = 1 ; : : :; n ] T . Assuming that X is full rank, the least squares The problem with the LS estimator is that if the noises f i g are large, then forcing b to t as closely as possible to the data results in an estimate that models the noise as well as the underlying parameter . Hence, in estimation problems involving short, noisy data records, the LS estimator may have a very large variance. A standard approach to remedy such problems is known as the method of regularization. A simple regularization for LS problems is penalized least squares (PLS) 16]. PLS often overcomes the bias and variance problems associated with LS.
In PLS, the square error criterion (2.4) is augmented with a penalizing functional to form a new criterion function given by 1 n ky ? X T k 2 2 + J( ); > 0:
The penalizing functional J is chosen to re ect prior information that may be available regarding . J is non-negative and is chosen to weight undesirable or unlikely solutions more heavily and more desirable or likely solutions less. In many applications, a reasonable penalizing functional can be expressed as a quadratic form; for a general penalized least squares problem with parameters , J is J( ) = T R , where R is a positive semide nite matrix. The parameter in (2.5), called the regularization or smoothing parameter, controls the trade-o between the delity to the data, measured by the residual squared error ky ? X T k 2 2 , and the penalty J( ).
Now assume that J( ) = T R and that X T X is invertible. Then, according to Theorem 2 of 16], the unique minimizer of (2.5) is given by b (PLS) ( ) = (X T X + n R) ?1 X T y; (2.6) and is the called the PLS estimator. It is important to note that because the PLS estimator is a function of it is not directly constrained. In fact, b PLS (0) = b is the LS estimator. At the other extreme, set b PLS (1) = lim !1 b PLS ( ). The estimate b PLS (1) is the least squares t to the data in from the subspace f : R = 0g and may be viewed as a constrained estimator. For 0 < < 1 the PLS estimator is somewhere between the LS estimator and the constrained estimator. There are many automatic procedures for choosing a good regularization parameter based on the data 16, 32] . These procedures are aimed at minimizing the predictive mean squared error. One procedure is the method of cross-validation (CV). In CV, one forms a PLS estimate of with the ith data point y i omitted. This estimate, denoted b i ( ), is then used to predict the point y i .
The predictive sum of squared errors
is a measure of the quality of the estimator b ( ) and of the regulation parameter . Unfortunately, VFs often su er from severe ill-conditioning 30] making accurate kernel estimation from short and/or noisy data records very di cult. VF identi cation falls into the general class of problems known as \ill-posed inverse problems " 32] . In this section we develop a PLS identi cation procedure for Volterra lters provides much better estimates in such situations. First, we review LS VF identi cation. where h j , referred to as an jth order Volterra kernel, is deterministic and is real-valued 1 . Note that certain products are unnecessarily repeated in (3.1) and hence we may assume that the kernels are 1 It is not necessary that the input to the VF be a time sequence. The m inputs may come from any source (e.g., m-dimensional sensor array).
symmetric. Let x(k) be a column vector whose elements are the unique products in (3.1) and let h be the column vector of the unique kernel parameters (accounting for symmetries) so that (3.1) is rewritten as
One of the most important aspects of the VF is that the kernel parameters are linearly related to the output. Therefore, given the lter input and output, identifying the kernel parameters is a linear estimation problem. In a typical identi cation experiment, we have a nite number of input and output measurements. In most cases, it is assumed that the output measurements are contaminated with a zero-mean, i.i.d. observation noise. This noise represents e ects due to sampling, quantization, and sensor noise. The observed output is given by y(k) = x(k) T In PLS identi cation of the Volterra lter (3.4) is augmented with a quadratic penalizing functional J( h ). The derivation of appropriate penalizing functionals for Volterra lter identi cation is accomplished in three steps. First, a tensor product representation of the VF is introduced. With this representation, the relationship between kernel penalties and lter response is easily described. Next, meaningful and useful kernel penalizing functionals are derived. The third step transforms the kernel penalizing functionals into penalizing functionals for the underlying parameter vector h . It is shown that a linear transformation, applied to the kernel penalizing functional, produces the appropriate penalizing functional for the parameter vector. To simplify the presentation, throughout this section we concentrate on the p-th order homogeneous VF (i.e., the VF involving only p-fold products of the input). Extensions to the general VF are straightforward. (k) contains all p-fold input products involved in the VF. The VF may be written as
where h p is an m p 1 vector containing all elements of the Volterra kernel h p . The di erence between (3.5) and y(k) = x(k) T h is that the symmetries inherent in the VF are not accounted for in (3.5) . The advantage of (3.5) is that the output is related directly to the kernel rather than the parameter vector h which is critical to the derivation of appropriate penalty functionals.
C. Kernel Penalizing Functionals
The goal of the penalizing functional is to penalize solutions that are unlikely or undesirable. The VF is a nonlinear system. A common characterization of system performance is the input response. Therefore, a useful penalizing functional for the VF is one that penalizes response behavior that is unlikely or undesirable. Speci cally, assume that prior information is available that suggests it is unlikely or undesirable for the unknown VF to produce a strong response to a speci c subspace of the input space. This subspace is called the penalized subspace. Using the penalized subspace, The decomposition above (3.6) shows that this penalizing functional weights the penalized kernel only. This penalizing functional is easily generalized to J(h p ) = h T p R (p) h p ; (3.8) where R is a symmetric, positive semide nite matrix whose dominant eigenvectors (associated with large eigenvalues) span the penalized subspace. The generalization (3.8) allows one to weight the relative amount of penalization applied to the Volterra kernel. Another choice for the penalty functional is obtained as follows. Construct asymmetric, positive semide nite matrix S whose dominant eigenvectors span null space of the penalized subspace. Assume that S is normalized so that its largest eigenvalue is unity. A penalty functional constructed from S is given by
The matrix R (p) in (3.8) and the matrix (I (p) ? S (p) ) in (3.9) are called kernel penalizing matrices. Depending on the physical nature of the problem at hand, one the penalizing matrices may be more appropriate or natural than the other. For the remainder of the section, both types of kernel penalizing matrices will be denoted by R p .
As a concrete example of the ideas above, assume that an unknown VF with kernel h p has a strong low frequency response and a relatively weak high frequency response. Such a lter is said to be \smooth". A penalizing functional that re ects such prior information is obtained as follows.
Let S be an m m symmetric matrix whose dominant eigenvectors correspond to a lowpass or \smooth" subspace and whose weak eigenvectors corresponds to a highpass or \rough" subspace.
Normalize the \smoothing matrix" S so that its largest eigenvalue is unity. A penalizing functional for the kernel h p is h T R . This demonstrates the distinction between (3.8) and (3.9). While roughness penalties may be appropriate for certain problems, the theory is by no means limited to this case. In 29] a variety of constrained VF structures are discussed. The ideas behind constrained VFs are directly applicable to the design of penalizing functionals for PLS based VF identi cation.
As demonstrated above, the tensor product representation suggests a useful way of constructing penalizing functionals for the Volterra kernels. However, the PLS problem is formulated with the kernel parameter vector h rather than the kernel h p itself. Therefore the Volterra kernel penalizing matrix R p must be modi ed to apply to the parameter vector h .
D. Penalizing Functionals for the Parameter Vector
To transform the kernel penalizing functionals into penalizing functionals for h , a linear transformation T p relating h to h p is needed. The transformation satisfying h = T p h p is easily obtained and its derivation is given in Appendix A.
In the other direction, to compute h p from h a linear transformation U p is constructed so that h p = U p h . Derivation of U p is also given in Appendix A.
It is easily veri ed that T p U p is the ( p+m?1 p ) ( p+m?1 p ) identity. Hence, a given parameter vector h produces the kernel h p = U p h . The parameter vector associated with this kernel is 0 h = T p h p = T p U p h = h . Hence, the set of parameter vectors is isomorphic to the set symmetric Volterra kernels. The maps T p and U p de ne this isomorphism. Now, recall that the kernel penalizing functional takes the form J(h p ) = h T p R p h p ; (3.10) where R p is a positive semide nite matrix as de ned in (3.8) Assuming that (X T X + n U T p R p U p ) is invertible, the unique minimizer of (3.12) is given by b h ( ) = (X T X + n U T p R p U p ) ?1 X T y: (3.13) Remark: Note that invertibility of X T X guarantees that (X T X + n U T p R p U p ) is invertible. However, (X T X + n U T p R p U p ) can be invertible even if X T X is singular. This observation is very important for identi cation from short data records; a situation in which X T X often fails to be invertible 30].
IV. PLS Estimators for HOS
HOS are important tools for many signal processing problems. Examples of applications include system identi cation 10, 14], signal reconstruction 6, 34], detection and parameter estimation 9, 38], bearing estimation 12, 33], blur identi cation 7], geophysics 5], and acoustics 35]. However, in general, very large data records are required to obtain accurate estimates of higher order moments or cumulants. Estimates obtained from limited and noisy data have an extremely large variance and this has limited the practical application of HOS based methods.
One approach to reducing HOS estimator variance is the use of low rank estimators as advocated in 2]. Low rank estimators are constrained to lie in a signal subspace. In this section we adopt a less restrictive approach and formulate PLS estimators for HOS. In this formulation we rely heavily on the previous work on optimal signal estimation using cross-validation 31]. Before discussing PLS estimators for HOS we review the basic sample estimators of higher order moments and cumulants. In studying the HOS estimators we again adopt a tensor space framework which enables us to derive PLS estimators in a straightforward fashion. It is easy to verify that c m p;x is an unbiased estimator of m p;x .
Cumulant Estimators
In this section we assume that the signal x is zero mean. We focus on the third and fourth order cumulants, although extensions to cumulants of higher order are possible. The third order cumulant and moment coincide and hence the moment estimator above applies. In vector form, the fourth order cumulant vector of x, c 4;x , is expressible in terms of the fourth and second order 
B. PLS for HOS
PLS for HOS is based on rst transforming the data by a suitable transformation. Prior information may suggest an appropriate signal transformation or we may specify a transformation of particular interest. The objective is to choose or design the transformation so that the signal energy is well-concentrated in the transform domain. If the signal lies in, or close to, a low dimensional subspace in the transform domain, then the signal (higher order moment or cumulant) and noise (variability in HOS estimator) may be more easily separated. Methods for choosing signal transformations for HOS are studied in 2]. For example, if the signal is bandpass, then a frequency domain transform may be useful. If the signal is generally smooth except at a few points of possible discontinuity, then the wavelet transform is appropriate. The goal of this section is to design PLS estimators that automatically adjust the amount of penalization in the transform domain in order to improve the sample average estimate of the HOS.
Let T denote a suitable orthogonal signal transformation. Let t = T T x, the transform domain coe cients of the random vector x, and for each observation let t i = T T x i . First, we restrict our attention to moments of all orders and cumulants up to third order. We assume that the observations are zero-mean and hence the second and third order moments and cumulants coincide.
Later we will extend the results to the fourth order cumulant. Let m p;t = E (T T x) . For instance, if T = 1 ; : : :; m ], then i 1 ;:::;ip corresponds to the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the tensor product i 1 ip . Hence, the penalizing functional can be designed to weight undesirable or unlikely solutions more heavily than desirable or likely solutions. As an example, consider choosing T as the DFT and setting the i 1 ;:::;ip that correspond to high frequency cross-components to a large positive value. This will penalize the high frequency components of the HOS estimator and produce a smoother, albeit possibly biased, estimate.
It is easily veri ed that the unique minimizer of (4.10) k .
This \leaving-one-out" estimate is then used to predict t The PRESS-optimal estimator has many interesting properties and is asymptotically MSE-optimal.
For details see 31] .
In the fourth order cumulant case the situation is slightly more complicated. It is not possible to form an unbiased estimate of c 4;t with a single data vector. However, according to (4.5) an unbiased estimate is possible using two independent data vectors. Therefore, rather than using a leaving-one-out cross-validation, we consider a \leaving-two-out" approach. We rst form sample average estimates of m 4;t and m 2;t with the ith and jth (i 6 = j) data vectors x i and x j omitted (i.e., leaving-two-out estimates). Using these two moment estimates, compute a leaving-two-out cumulant estimate according to (4.5) and denote it by b c i;j In this section we illustrate the PLS identi cation of a quadratic Volterra lter. The quadratic kernel of the unknown lter is depicted in Fig. 1 (a) . Visual inspection shows that the kernel is fairly smooth and hence a roughness penalty is appropriate. Of course, in practice the true kernel is unavailable. However, we may deduce such information in a number of ways. For example, if the frequency content of the lter output is su ciently lowpass, then a roughness penalty is in order. Further characterization is possible by applying special test inputs, e.g., sinusoids, to \probe" the unknown system prior to complete identi cation.
In our example, the kernel penalizing matrix is R 2 = R (2) = (I ? S) (2) . The smoothing matrix S is the projection onto the low dimensional subspace spanned by the discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) corresponding to the cuto frequency f 0 . The DPSS are the optimal sequences of length m that concentrate the largest fraction of the total energy in the lowpass band ?f 0 ; f 0 ) ?1=2; 1=2) 37]. The parameter vector penalizing matrix is obtained via the transformation of (3.11) .
To demonstrate the performance of PLS compared to LS we simulate a system identi cation For the simulation, we use n = 1000 input and output observations. Fig. 1 (b) shows the LS estimate. The squared error of the LS estimate is 0:0706. The smoothing parameter for the PLS estimate is = 3:98; determined using GCV. The PLS estimate is depicted in Fig. 1 (c) . The squared error of the PLS estimate is 0:0107; nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the squared error of the LS estimate. The PLS estimate is much better than the LS estimate, in both a visual and squared error sense.
B. Third Order Cumulant Estimation
In this example we consider the following scenario. The observation vectors fx i g are decomposed as x i = s i + i ; 1 i n; (5.1) where s i is a non-Gaussian signal component and n i is an independent Gaussian observation noise.
The third order cumulant is a useful tool for separating the signal from the Gaussian noise since c 3;x = c 3;s + c 3;n ; (5.2) and c 3;n = 0 since n is Gaussian. We will estimate c 3;x using the PLS estimator developed in section IV.
In this example, x = (x(k); : : :; x(k ?15)) T where fx(k)g is the stationary random process given by x(k) = s(k) + (k):
The signal fs(k)g is generated by passing a zero-mean, non-symmetric, i.i.d. random process through a linear lter whose impulse response is depicted in Fig. 2 (a) . The distribution of the underlying i.i.d. process is a centered Raleigh distribution (mean is subtracted from a standard Raleigh). The amplitude distribution of fs(k)g is shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Note that it is just slightly asymmetric. The process f (k)g is a Gaussian white noise with power adjusted so that the SNR in fx(k)g is 0dB. Because the fs(k)g process is correlated, we may assume that random signal vectors s = (s(k); : : :; s(k ? 15)) T can be more e ciently represented in a transform domain. In this example, we use the Haar wavelet transform 8].
Estimates of c 3;s are computed from 2; 000 independent observation vectors. The mean squared error of the standard sample cumulant estimate and the PLS cumulant estimate are estimated by repeating this experiment in 50 independent trials. The mean squared error of the sample cumulant estimator is 13:80. The mean squared error of the PLS cumulant estimator is 8:64. Furthermore, the squared error of the PLS cumulant estimator was uniformly lower than the squared error of the sample estimator in all 50 trials, as shown in Fig 3. The true cumulant is depicted in Fig. 4 (a) . Here we show a two-dimensional plot of the cumulant in the form c s (k 1 ; k 2 ) = E x(k)x(k?k 1 )x(k?k 2 )], that accounts for symmetries inherent due to stationarity of the process fx(k)g. The sample and PLS estimates from a representative trial are shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (c), respectively.
VI. Conclusions
VF identi cation and HOS estimation are notoriously di cult problems due to the high variability associated with these methods. In this paper, we considered PLS estimation methods for these closely related problems. We have developed a tensor product framework for the design of penalizing functionals for both problems and cross-validation methods for automatic determination of the and h = T 2 h 2 = h 2 (1; 1); 2 h 2 (1; 2); h 2 (2; 2)] T . The matrix U 2 is given by 
